
RMPA Nursery Spring 2 Overview 

 
Celebrations – Birthdays, pancake day, Mothers day, red nose day, Holi, Easter, Eid 

Events – Emergency services in to discuss occupations, trip to old barn farm, Egg decorating with parents. 

C&L- Listening , Attention and Understanding  PSED: Managing self Maths: Shape, Space and Measure 

Concentrate for up to 6 minutes 
 identify characters and actions in books 
respond to two requests  
remember key aspects of stories  
identify objects according to properties 
Understand why questions and between 200-500 words 
Remember what happens in stories and explain what 
might happen 

Select and use resources with help if needed. 
Become more confident with unfamiliar people 
Develop sense of responsibility, respond to 
boundaries, give comfort to others, resolve 
conflict and be assertive in an appropriate way 
Express own preferences 
 

Create patterns and spot mistakes  
Awareness of patterns and shapes in 
environment and talk about environment 
patterns  
Use small world to explore size, shape, 
differences and similarities and compare 
Use shapes and combine in art 
Talk about shapes and properties 

C&L- Speaking PSED: Building relationships UTW: People, Culture and communities/Past 

and Present 

use new words 
hold a conversation and link sentences  
express feelings 
ask and respond to questions  
use language in pretend play and express imaginary 
events in play 
By 4 yrs use 4 word sentences and use because, and, or 
 

Join in with others play including pretend and 
extend play 
Help to find solution to conflicts  
Form friendships including playing with adults 
 

Show positive attitudes about the differences in 
people 
Understand life story and own history 
Understand the differences between friends  
Interest in different occupations  
Pretend play home environment situations 
Know about the different countries in the world 
and differences they have experienced. 
 



Physical Development: Fine motor Literacy: Reading  UTW: The Natural World 

Use five finger and pincer grasp 
Make connections between marks I make. 
Make simple construction models (continuous provision 
music area ) 
Use one handed tools (scissors) 
Use five finger and pincer grasp 
I can use scissors effectively, sometimes with the 
correct hold. 
I can write the initial letter in my name.  
I can make small pincer movement to control items. 
 

Identify myself in a story, enjoy stories about 
familiar people 
Understand print carries meaning, has different 
purpose, we read from left to right and page 
sequencing 
Name parts of a book and turn pages 
Spot and suggest rhymes 
Spot initial sounds and clap syllabus 
Learn new vocabulary and extend conversations 
about stories 

Notice features of the environment  
Explore natural materials and those with similar 
and different properties 
Plant and care for plants and living animals 
Understand life cycle 
Talk about different forces they can feel 
 

Physical Development: Gross motor  Literacy: Writing  EAD: Creating with materials  

Kick a ball, balance and ride a scooter/trike) 
Skip, hop and stand on one leg 
Use the correct items ie spade for digging. 
I can run safely and squat to rest and play 
Work collaboratively with other using large items. 
Climb up and down steps and apparatus and wave flags 
and use large body movements 

Show control over equipment 
Use a range of tools to make marks 
Write some or all of there name and use 
knowledge of print in play 
 

Explore blocks colours and marks 
 

PSED- Self-Regulation Maths: number and numerical patterns EAD: Being imaginative and expressive 

Control own behaviours  
Talk to others and be aware of feelings 
 

Sort objects by one or more criteria 
Subitise up to 3 
Understand more and use more than fewer than 
One to one correspondence  
Link numerals and objects 
Show fingers to 5 and recite past 5 
Use first and then to retell an event 
Use now and next 
Use in front / behind, under first and then to retell 
real events 
Describe a familiar route 
 

Explore musical instruments and listen to sounds 
(continuous provision music area ) 
Simple pretend play 
Small world play – worlds  
Respond to what they have heard and express 
thoughts and feelings  
Create own songs based on others  
Repeat stories, pitch match. 



 

Week 1  

 

 
 

 

story time  - sharing Develop sense of responsibility, respond to boundaries, give comfort to others, resolve conflict and be assertive in an 
appropriate way Help to find solution to conflicts  Discuss how do we share, what makes a good friend, how is this similar to our school rules. 
Would you want to share if no one helped you. Why is it important to work as part of a team? Should the wolf have eaten them all, what could he have 
done instead? 
Playdough table  - making playdough pancakes –– Learn new vocabulary and extend conversations about stories Control own behaviours  
Talk to others and be aware of feelings Follow the recipe from the story and a written recipe. Are there any new words that we don’t know 
in the story. What utensils in the kitchen might we need to make pancakes. Encourage sharing and turn taking using the equipment. 
Cooking  - Pancakes Select and use resources with help if needed.  to follow instructions, take turns and share the equipment. Can they talk about 
the change when items are mixed. Give two part instructions to make pancakes, can they follow the recipe. Have you made pancakes before, link to the 
Christian reason as to why we make pancakes.  
Key vocabulary  
Chatter words neighbours, borrow, delicious, decided 

Key words  recipe, inside, help, neighbour, ingredients, writing, shopping, list, reading, count, borrow, Gingerbread man, Chicken Licken, 
Little red riding hood, Mr wolf, wee willy winky, 3 little pigs,  eggs, milk, flour, share,  

Week 2 

 
 

story time  - Role play Mr Wolf  Understand why questions and between 200-500 words Remember what happens in stories and explain what 
might happen Can the children remember the story, using masks help the children to act out the story. How did it make them feel when 
the everyone said no to the wolf. Why do you think he ate everyone? What other stories do we know with the wolf in?  
Writing table – Write a shopping list for Mr wolf Write some or all of there name and use knowledge of print in play Describe a familiar route I 
can write the initial letter in my name.  
Provide pictures and words or real items of the things Mr wolf might need on his shopping list. Also add in some things he wont need. Can 
the children guess correctly which ones he needs. Can the children create a shopping list for Mr wolf, To be displayed on the story table. 
Can the children describe the route to the shops for Mr wolf. 
Cooking  - make gingerbread men, Understand more and use more than fewer than follow the recipe, can the children decorate with a 
number of currents for buttons and eyes, how many did they use focus on more than and fewer than. Discus hygiene at the start of the 
session.  
Home corner  –Mask role play Join in with others play including pretend and extend play Pretend play home environment situations 
With support from an adult can they act out the story of Mr wolfs pancakes after being shown. Can they take turns and share the 
resources, can they create an alternative ending to the story.   
Key vocabulary  
Chatter words neighbours, borrow, delicious, decided 



Key words  recipe, inside, help, neighbour, ingredients, writing, shopping, list, reading, count, borrow, Gingerbread man, Chicken Licken, 
Little red riding hood, Mr wolf, wee willy winky, 3 little pigs,  eggs, milk, flour, share, 

 

Week 1  

 

 
Trip to old barn farm  

story time  - Discussion around book Concentrate for up to 6 minutes,  identify characters and actions in books. By 4 yrs use 4 word 
sentences and use because, and, or Introduce the story, can the children think of any other stories with a beanstalk in it. What happened 
in the story? How is it similar or the same. Can they name some of the characters from Jack and the beanstalk. Look through the jack and 
the beanstalk book.  
Creative table –– Plant beans place in different environments. I can make small pincer movement to control items. 
Plant and care for plants and living animals Understand life cycle Show the children different types of bean seeds. Explain we are going to grow 
these but some we are going to place away from the things they need, what are these things (sun, water, air, soil) children to label a plastic food bag 
with their name and put a bean with a wet paper towel in it. They can then choose if they want to give it everything or take something away from it.  
Cooking  - Stir fry with bean sprouts Use five finger and pincer grasp look at how the beans have sprouted and look at the other vegetables we are 
using, focus on using fine motor skills, remember hygiene and safe use of knives as we cut and prepare the vegetables. Adult to cook in frying pan, 
children to taste and discuss if they enjoyed the beansprouts.  
Trip – Old barn farm – Notice features of the environment Talk about different forces they can feel Form friendships including playing with 
adults children to see how fruit and vegetables are grown on mass for consumption. To find out how they get to the shops, do they taste the same, 
how do some foods travel to the shops, can these foods be grown all year around? Why not? 
Key vocabulary  
Chatter words Long, waited, sprayed, planted  

Key words - bean, shoot, leaf, bud, seed, flower, pod, soil, earth, spade, plant pot, rake, plant, label, watering can, growth, change, 
environment, observe, sun, rain, snow, hail, wind, frost,  

Week 2 

 
Red nose day 

story time  - Story map Make connections between marks I make. Show control over equipment Use a range of tools to make marks Adult to 
show the children how to create a story map. Children to individually add to the story map the next part of the story. Discus the 
beginning, middle and end. Provide the children with paper and pens to create their own story maps together in pairs. Show and discuss 
the story maps at group time.  
Creative table – Observational drawing of bean growth, Use in front / behind, under first and then to retell real events using the beans the 
children have grown the adult to point out and label the different parts of bean. Can the children choose the correct paint to paint a picture of the 
bean. Discuss what happened to some of the beans, why do we think this has happened? 
Cooking  -, bean chilli – Understand print carries meaning, has different purpose, we read from left to right and page sequencing follow the 
recipe, can the children read it to the adult. remember how to use good food hygiene and follow the recipe. Look at the different types of beans that 
we add to the pan, how are they different/same. Look at the change as we cook the bean chilli, discuss what we thought of the chilli, did we enjoy it.   
Investigation table – exploratory play Use small world to explore size, shape, differences and similarities and compare provide a selection of 
seedlings, beans, pots and soli, support the children as they explore the different seeds and look at the roots of the seedlings, use magnifying glasses to 



look closer, what can they see, is the bean still on the seedling or has it fallen off, do they know the different parts of the plant names, can the children 
compare and discus size of the beans.  
Key vocabulary  
Chatter words Long, waited, sprayed, planted 
Key words bean, shoot, leaf, bud, seed, flower, pod, soil, earth, spade, plant pot, rake, plant, label, watering can, growth, change, environment, observe, sun, rain, snow, hail, wind, frost, 

 

Week 1   

 

 
 

 
story time  - Occupation visit Interest in different occupations Children to listen to and explore the equipment that the adults bring in. Children to focus 
and ask and answer appropriate questions. Listen and focus to what is said, have they any experiences of their home life with emergency services? 
creative table ––Emergency vehicles using shapes  Use shapes and combine in art, Talk about shapes and properties Provide the children with a range of 
photos of emergency vehicles. Show the children how to use a selection of paper cut into shapes to make into the emergency vehicles.  
Cooking  - Soup use new words hold a conversation and link sentences Remember hygiene rules, follow recipe. Discus food that are healthy and 
unhealthy for you. Which foods are good for our teeth, which ones are bad for our teeth. Support the children to cut up the vegetables to add to the 
pan. Once cooked, children can decide if they want smooth or rough soup. Children to taste and discuss what they think about it.   
Home corner –role play emergency  use language in pretend play and express imaginary events in play Provide children with a range of tabards to dress 
up as different occupations. Support children by introducing new language such as key words below. Support turn taking and sharing.  
Key vocabulary  
Chatter words Emergency, job / occupation, shifts, local 
Key words Jobs- police, paramedic, vet, doctor, nurse, fire fighter, officer, librarian, shop keeper, assistant, uniform, scrubs, boots, PPE, handcuffs, mask, gloves, oxygen 
tank, till, stethoscope,  helpful, kind, caring, protective, office, station, library, shop, hospital, surgery 

Week 2 

 
 

Egg decorating with parents  

story time  - emergency object feely bag identify objects according to properties Name parts of a book and turn pages Spot and suggest 
rhymes Spot initial sounds and clap syllabus discuss the book with the children, can the children spot the rhyming words or initial sounds. 
Allow the children to take turns to have a feel in the feely bag. Can the children guess what the item is (gloves, stethoscope, toothbrush, 
any other items from emergency services) can they discuss the properties, what do they think it is? 
Creative table – Egg decorating  Create patterns and spot mistakes  Awareness of patterns and shapes in environment and talk about 
environment patterns I can use scissors effectively, sometimes with the correct hold. 
Provide the children and parents with a selection of outline of eggs with shape cut outs. Show the children how to make a repeating 
pattern, can they make their own repeating pattern on the egg. Encourage discussions about shapes.  
Cooking  - Hot cross buns Use five finger and pincer grasp Remember hygiene rules, follow recipe and encourage children to use fine motor 
skills to kneed and move the bread to create the cross on the hot cross bun. Discuss the reason to why we create hot cross buns and the 
links to Easter.  
Small world Recreate emergency situations  Small world play – worlds Provide the children with a selection of emergency vehicles and 
houses. Support the children to play with the people to act out the role of emergency services. Adult to support with adding new 
vocabulary. 
Key vocabulary  



Chatter words Emergency, job / occupation, shifts, local 

Key words Jobs- police, paramedic, vet, doctor, nurse, fire fighter, officer, librarian, shop keeper, assistant, uniform, scrubs, boots, PPE, 
handcuffs, mask, gloves, oxygen tank, till, stethoscope,  helpful, kind, caring, protective, office, station, library, shop, hospital, surgery 

 

 

 

 

Physical opportunities outside 

 

Climbing, bikes, balls, race track, 

obstacle course, garden digging are, 

sand pit, growing fruit and vegetables  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kick a ball, balance and ride a scooter/trike) 
Skip, hop and stand on one leg 
Use the correct items ie spade for digging. 
I can run safely and squat to rest and play 
Work collaboratively with other using large items. 
Climb up and down steps and apparatus and wave flags and use large body movements 
 

 


